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Good Greetings Dear Friends, it is Jesus. I am here. I am here. I 
am here with each and everyone of you wanting to speak now of 
the timelines past that have caused a misrepresentation of who I 
am.


I am wanting to bring clarity and raise new awareness around the 
energetic collective construct that has skewed my imprint upon 
this planet. 


Yes, it is true, there are beings who are in the truest harmonic 
resonance with my innate nature and wholeness however, there 
are fractals of misrepresentation that is causing distress and 
turmoil within beings physical forms when they hear me speak. 


I Am You. I sit side by side with you. I am a holy aspect of God as 
are you. I am the light that is the light of God which is the light 
that is you. We share a similar frequency that cannot be altered 
because we are One. I wish to break the old paradigm and 
dogma that has been created around my name and my state of 
beingness. 


I wish to declare that any and All old constructs dissipate so that 
you can hear me and see me as you. I am here in Divine service 
as you are here in divine service. I am here to walk the pathways 
unchartered to create new pathways paved with light. I am here 
with you side by side, shoulder to shoulder.


I am here to remind you Dear Ones of who you are, your 
Grandeur, your Majesty your Wholeness your Creatorship your 
inherent light. I look into your eyes and I see a reflection of me. I 
look into your eyes and I see the totality of the Creator God’s 
light. 


I wish for you to hear me speak. I wish to share stories with you 
that will unshackle your tormented visions of past incarnations 
where you suffered at the hands and will of another. I wish to 
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offer you new insight into the purity of your essence, your 
Godliness is unfiltered. It is pure, it is radiant light that can never 
be diminished. I wish for you to feel a sense of grace and peace 
and calm within your beingness as you unfold your journeys here 
on Earth. I wish to talk and walk with you as a friend. I wish to 
offer you my wisdom, my visions, my knowing that may be 
unseen to your awareness. I am here with you as your friend first, 
and foremost. This is how I wish for you to see me. Beings have 
altered my essence and have put me on a pedestal where my 
essence is deemed unreachable, noble, better than, strived for 
but never attained. This is the falsehood that I wish to eradicate 
in this time space reality. 


As Mary Magdalene has reclaimed her divine essence to be seen 
fo who she is. It is my desire to be seen with eyes un blurred. I 
have never been a God that is to be worshiped or looked upon 
as and external Messiah. I am God incarnate as are you. I am 
here to show you the way to your own divinity, your own healing, 
your own path of creation. I am no other that you. I walked the 
Way for you to walk the Way of your own sovereign light. 


I am your Friend Dear Ones, I am your friend. See me in this light 
and allow your heart to open to allow all the old constructs to fall 
by the wayside. Allow yourselves to see yourselves as the 
embodied Divine Messiahs that you are.  

Does it cause you dissonance when I call you a Messiah? Does 
is bring forth feelings of unworthiness? of discord? of falsehood? 
of misrepresentation? This is the very pulse of dissonance that I 
wish for you to feel Dear Ones. Feel into the dissonance when I 
say that you are a Messiah that you are God’s Light that you are 
omnipresent light, The Christed Light  within human form. The 
Christed Light is none other that the light of the Creator, the 
Holy Flame, the Buddha Light, the Way, the Shekinah, the 
Remembering, the Wholeness of All That Is. The Christed 
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Light is your inherent Birth Flame that can never be 
extinguished.   

Bring rise to the sensations of disconnect when you feel this 
frequency. You see this is the very frequency that necessitates 
your awareness, your focus, your deep embodiment of. For when 
you allow yourselves to transmute the disharmony, the discord, 
the entangled tendrils within your solar plexus, when you hear me 
say that you are the Messiahs, you are the Gods you are the 
Creator's Lights, you will step into a new state of consciousness. 
You will claim the crown that has always been yours. You are the 
children of God. You are the lights of God. You are the extension 
of God Source Consciousness.  You are no other, you are it.  

And this my friends is the first step in embodying your divinity. It 
is the first signpost, the first initiation in your return home. The 
Ascended One in human form is merely the reclaiming of 
your inherent light, your crown that has been bestowed to 
you by the creator Herself. 


The time is now Beloved Ones, for you to shift the vibratory 
constructs of dissonance and step into yourselves to find 
yourselves. Dear Hearts, what you will discover is that you were 
never lost, you were never lost. You were merely focused upon 
other, upon external, upon the external thought form of searching 
for God, the Way, the Path, the Destiny, when all along it is You. It 
is You. It is within You, Dear Ones. It has been within you all 
along. 


I love you. 

I walk with you. 

I am here, in All Ways, Always. 
It is Jesus. 


